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Tutkielma on lyhyt tutkimus siitä, minkälaista oli Japanin ja Kiinan propaganda länsimaita vastaan 

vuosien 1890 ja 1953 välisenä aikana. Kiina ja Japani molemmat kehittyivät ja kasvoivat mainittuna 

aikana, mutta eri suuntiin. Kiina muuttui kommunistiseksi ja Japani muuttui militaariseksi.  

Propaganda on monimuotoinen ja alati muuttuva käsite, jossa ei ole vain yhtä määritelmää, vaan 

useampia, joista kaikki ovat oikein. Sotapropagandaa käsiteltäessä tulee muistaa, että lähes kaikki 

siihen liittyvät teokset ovat mustaa propagandaa.  

Vuosien 1890 ja 1953 välisenä aikana länsivallat kävivät neljä isoa sotaa Kiinaa tai Japania vastaan. 

Ensimmäisenä on Boksarisota, joka käytiin vuosina 1900-01. Sodan syyt ja seuraukset ovat 

länsivaltojen (ja Japanin) kasvaneesta vaikutusvallasta Kiinassa, josta kiinalaiset eivät pitäneet 

ollenkaan. Propaganda länsivaltoja vastaan alkoi jo aiemmin. Toinen sota on Japani-Venäjän sota 

vuosilta 1904-05. Sota oli Japanin osoitus vallasta ja Venäjän vallan vähentäminen kaikilla rintamilla. 

Propaganda on sodan aikaista ja on erityisesti Venäjän laivastoa vastaan. Kolmas sota on Toinen 

Maailmansota (Tyynellämerellä). Sota alkoi vuonna 1941 ja jatkui aina vuoteen 1945. Propaganda on 

sodan alusta, kun japanilaiset olivat voitokkaita. Neljäs ja viimeinen sota on Korean sota. Korean 

sotaa käytiin vuosina 1950-53, jossa Yhdysvaltain johtamat Yhdistyneen Kansakunnan armeijat 

kohtasivat Pohjois-Korea/Kiinalaiset. Propagandaa on kaikilta eri vaiheelta ja aspekteilta, mutta 

kiinalaisesta näkökulmasta.  

Tutkimus pyrkii vastaamaan kolmeen kysymykseen: Kuinka propaganda kuvaa sotaa, jota se seuraa? 

Kuinka Kiina ja Japani näkevät länsimaisen sivilisaation? Kuinka viholliskuvat kehittyivät 

kuudenkymmenen vuoden aikana? 

 

Teksti kirjoitettu niin ja näin, ajoittaisia hienoja hetkiä, vaikka niin itse sanonkin.  
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Subject and questions  

 

The plan is to study the usage of propaganda in China and Japan from 1890 to 1953. More 

specifically propaganda against the Western nations and the ideas they represent. Why those 

years you might ask? China and Japan started their violent attitude toward the West in the 

1890s and that continues, in China particularly, until these days. The decision to turn to 

violence had imperialistic reasons. Japan wanted an empire and its biggest rival at the time, 

circa 1900, was the Russian Empire. China wanted to get rid of the Western and imperial 

powers from its land. This was the beginning of aggression towards the Western powers and 

more specifically against their aggression towards the Great Eastern Powers. The Western 

nations were in the way of Chinese and Japanese national goals. And in Japan’s case, the 

Western powers were in the way of a total domination of Asia.1 To the disappointment of the 

Japanese, the European and the American imperial powers had blockaded Japan to the islands 

and taken most of Asia to themselves as a playground in international politics. Russia was a 

major threat to the Japanese growing interests in Korea.  

We observe a little closer at the armed conflicts and propaganda that was printed in support 

of them. Propaganda is used to create and maintain hostile images of enemies. Propaganda 

promotes violence and denigrates enemies.2 I have intentionally selected to not include the 

two Sino-Japanese Wars because they are not against the Western nations. I am also aware 

that during the Boxer rebellion Japan participated in the conflict against China. But the 

propaganda pictures I have selected show their bias toward western culture not against 

Japanese per say. That I believe to be the key factor of Japan’s exclusion in dealing with the 

Boxer War on my study.  

In this study by the western powers, I mean mainly Great Britain, Germany, France, United 

States of America, Russia, and Australia. These are representatives of the Western 

civilisation and power at the time period this piece has set for a goal. The Western people 

were at the time defined by empires and racism. West also considered itself as a continuum 

 
1 This comes in later when Japan invents Greater Eastern Co-Prosperity Sphere.  
2 Wilke (1998), p. 70. 
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from Ancient Greece and Roman societies and culture. The Western people had also a 

common tongue in French. Dress code was a distinctive feature being widely different in the 

west than in the east.  

Russian empire was considered to be part of west in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. This 

was so because Russia was an empire of some considerable proportions. Great Britain also 

considered it it’s chief rival, and the British at the time were extremely racist, thus making it 

unacceptable to anything but a Western nation to be their rival. The Russian royal family also 

had ties to almost every other European monarch.3 The Russians also considered themselves 

as superior to all other and believed that their culture was the best that there was.4 Russia was 

not considered a Western power after the 1917 revolutions and after communist party and 

Vladimir Lenin took over (1917-1922). This made Russia look like to others not as Western 

power but as their enemy. Turning to communism was a major point in world history not just 

in Russian or European history but we will get to that later.  

The point of this study is to point out that propaganda can affect opinion and be accurate 

despite its reputation for oversimplification and overreaching. Naturally propaganda can be 

those things. Propaganda can be divided in two: one for own nation to advance and to 

maintain hatred, one for hostiles to break their morale. The latter one is quite rare but, in this 

study, we see an example of that type of propaganda in action.  

In the words of famous military classic writer Sun Tzu: “In all fighting, the direct method 

may be used for joining battle, but indirect methods will be needed in order to secure 

victory”5.  

 

The subject of this master thesis is propaganda in the Far East, especially propaganda from 

Japan and China. The propaganda targets the Western nations, their ideals, and 

representations. The study will consist of looking at pictures and trying to analyse them 

according to questions. The pictures depict four conflicts: the Boxer rebellion (1900-1901), 

the Japan-Russia War (1904-1905), the Second World War (the Pacific theatre) (1941-1945) 

and the Korean War (1950-1953). The four conflicts are the only big conflicts fought by the 

 
3 Example Tzar Nicolas II was the cousin of Wilhelm II of Germany and George V of Great Britain.  
4 A key aspect in western powers at this time period.  
5 Quote taken from: The seven military classics of ancient China. 
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great Eastern powers against the great Western powers in time period. The Korean War was 

also the last war that the Eastern greater powers fought against the Western greater powers. 

After early 1900th of miserable conditions both at abroad and at home in both Japan and 

China turned government into subscribing to an extreme ideology. Extremism took over in 

both nations and thus changed their view of the world and of the Western powers. Japan was 

taken over by militarism during 1930s and China after twenty years of civil war (1927-1949) 

had a communist victor.  

The questions will be trifold. The first will be representation: How does Japan and China see 

the Western civilization? The second will be: How does the propaganda piece portrays the 

conflict that accomplishes it? The third will be: How the images of hostility evolved in 60 

years?  

 

1.2 Sources and Method 

 

The sources for this thesis will be propaganda posters depicting the four conflicts. 

Propaganda pictures will feature four Japanese and five Chinese art pieces. The pieces will be 

semi-official or officially released by their prospective governments.  

I will use at least a book per conflict. I have a few books on propaganda to get the theory 

right. The main book of these is Pitkänen and Sutinen. I have some general books about both 

nations. For the support role there are also books about the conflicts themselves. The main 

text deals with military and armies of their prospective nations, also books about the certain 

conflicts. For the main books as, secondary sources are Ellemans (China’s military history) 

and Drea’s (Japanese military history) books. All of texts have been translated by the author 

unless said otherwise. 

The methodologically the text will both be thematic and chronical. This is done by dividing 

propaganda works into two. The pictures will be dealt with by the age of the conflict. The 

pictures will be thoroughly analysed.  

In this thesis I consider it vital to go over the history of the conflicts as a reminder and 

because propaganda is usually made specifically for the conflict at hand. Walking through the 

war, of what does the posters talk about, is an absolute necessary. Some of the posters require 

specifics about certain battles, like one of the Second World War posters.  
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Images used in this piece have been put together even though some are more important than 

others. They have been marked as picture 1, picture 2 and so on forwards. Images were found 

quite easily as I began my search. 

 

1.3 Definition of propaganda  

 

In this work the word propaganda is the key point of understanding. But what is propaganda? 

As there is not one definition of propaganda but a few options to give.6 Some theorise 

everything from courtship to leaflets being of propaganda.7 Propaganda is communication at 

its core, it is an extreme form of communication as its aim is mass mind-control and making 

people do as propagandist wishes. Unlike in a science-fiction novel, propaganda has been 

used by everybody and is used in everything. Observe modern day’s commercialism and 

advertisements that has taken propaganda to a new level of mass.  

Propaganda is a technique to influence or manipulate the human action.8 Propaganda is 

influencing people through the selected media, whether it be a movie or a poster or something 

else. Propaganda can be divided by different categories. In this master thesis as pieces depict 

war and conflict so we take a deep dive into war propaganda. In wars the propaganda 

precedes any actual fighting in order to make the fighters angrier and more willing to kill 

people from the other side.9 War propaganda is designed to make the “enemy” more 

monstrous than he/she actually is, like in WWI British propaganda depicts Germans as brutes 

almost gorilla like blood-thirsty monsters.  

Propaganda can be divided more up into three categories by presentation: white, black, and 

grey.10 The propaganda presented in this work black propaganda which is the most obvious 

and blatant propaganda form. The white propaganda is hardest to spot and can be conceived 

as something other than propaganda. The grey propaganda is a mixture of both black and 

white. Black propaganda presumes two missions: one is to make enemy more villainous and 

then also dehumanize them. The second mission is to make enemy soldiers’ rebel against 

their allies and leaders. Usually, propaganda is not so settled on categories11 but since war 

 
6 Pitkänen ja Sutinen ((2018), p. 11.  
7 Wilke (1998), p. IX. 
8 Jackall (1995,), p. 13.  
9 Pitkänen and Sutinen (2018), p. 77.  
10 Pitkänen and Sutinen (2018), p. 21-23. 
11 Pitkänen and Sutinen (2018), p. 23. 
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propaganda is usually purposefully one sided, I consider pieces selected in this thesis to be 

black propaganda. Propaganda is not by nature either right or wrong, but it is a very useful 

tool in the right hands.12 The National Labour Party of Germany gave the push for 

propaganda to be pictured as wrong and bad thing at the default.13 

 

I dislike the term Boxer rebellion. The term is extremely misleading and objectively wrong. 

Rebellion is a national rising, most times violent, against nations own rulers. For example, of 

this are the French revolution of 1789 and the Taiping revolt which lasted from 1851 to 1864. 

Last one devastated China causing millions of people to die. What did boxers rise against? 

They rose against the Western powers and their influence in China. Did the Western powers 

rule China? The Western powers had great influence owing to gun boat diplomacy but 

officially China was governed by the emperor of China. The Emperors aunt, the Empress 

dowager Cixi had ruled China from the shadows for decades. China was quite different to 

places like India where the British ruled by the divide and conquer method. The second 

failure of the term “Boxer rebellion” is that the Qing dynasty14 were supporters of the boxer 

movement. I believe what would be correct term and what I will use in this thesis is a Boxer 

War. It was a, after all in a traditional sense, war. China declared war on 21.06.1900 against 

all the Western powers in China.15  

The second new term in use is the term Hong16 dynasty. China had an emperor and a dynasty 

for well over two thousand years.17 After 1911 Qing dynasty disappeared and the emperor 

status was lost to time or so it seems. The thing is that in China there is a term “mandate of 

heaven”. The term means that dynasty in charge has the traditional gods (multiple divine 

entities) approval for their rule in China. Once a new dynasty comes to power, the old one 

loses its mandate of heaven in favour of the new one. The mandate passed on through 

different dynasties; what has changed in China not to make communist party a new dynasty? 

I believe nothing has fundamentally changed in China. The communist party wants to 

distance itself from any historical Chinese dynasties, but it is a new dynasty. After all China 

 
12 Pitkänen and Sutinen (2018), p. 62. Also seen in Jackall (1995), p. 21.  
13 Jackall (1995), p.5. 
14 The Ruling dynasty from 1644 to 1912.  
15 Great Britain, France, United states of America, Germany, Russia, Japan, Belgium and Austria-Hungary.  
16 Hong is 红 in modern Chinese characters. Hong means red in Chinese 
17 China had an emperor from 221 BC to 1911 AD. 2 132 years, making it along with Roman empire one of the 

longest lasting national entities.  
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is still China, although now it is much stronger on a global than last time during its spotlight 

on the world politics stage. China has a system of hierarchical dictatorship, with several 

officials holding high place in government.  Beijing is a centre point of the country while 

countryside is being incredibly poor. In the past and in the present all dissonant opinions 

were/are being silenced by central government. So communist China may be Hong dynasty 

for this thesis. As of early 21st century the Hong dynasty is in its early stages of the dynastical 

cycle, seeing as most dynasties last hundreds of years.  
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2. The First part: Before Extremism took over  
 

2.1 The Boxer War 1900-1901 

 

The World of 1890s was a violent one. In Europe, nations enjoyed a quiet time of the Belle 

epoque also known as the beautiful era, during this time Olympics emerged as means for the 

nations to compete without the use of violence. In America manifest destiny18 was complete, 

now it needed more people to fill its vast wilderness without previous occupants the 

indigenous people who most Americans at the time considered to be pests at best. In Africa 

and in Asia era was full of violence and death, mainly done by Europeans and Americans. 

Most of Africa was conquered and occupation was marked by brutality, for example in 

Belgian Kongo, new government was particularly brutal.19  

Almost all of Asia was also conquered. Only three nations stood as independent nations. 

Japan had begun its modernisation in the 1860s20 to avoid imperialism. By 1890s Japan had 

succeeded in a spectacular manner. The nation was at the level of the western nations. 

Thailand was left to its own merit. China had been in serious trouble since 183921 and the 

trouble was not going away. Japan started to think that it needed to show the West and the 

imperial powers that Asia still had fight in it. China being historically notoriously 

ethnocentric and thus wanted everybody else out of China.  

In 1894 China was driven into war with Japan. The war was over Korea, as Korean royal 

house decided to ask both parties for help in a domestic business. Nobody thought that China 

might lose the war to the point that victory was surprise to the Japanese.22 In late 1894 

Japanese fleet destroyed Chinese fleet in battle.23 This was a critical blow to the Chinese, at 

the same time Chinese army could not hold the advancement of the Japanese and thus lost the 

war and Korean peninsula to the Japanese.24 In the aftermath Japan made too much claims 

according to Russia, Germany, and France.25 So, the conquered Liaodong peninsula was 

 
18 Forced expansion of United states of America to west coast.  
19 To the point of brutality horrifying other European powers.  
20 Meiji restoration 1868, when emperor of Japan gained power over Shogun (leading official) in Japan.  
21 Since the Opium War (1839-1842) against Great Britain.  
22 Silbey (2012), p. 17.  
23 Silbey (2012), p. 17. 
24 Also Taiwan.  
25 This so called triple intervention crippled Japanese goals for a decade and destroyed Japanese relationship 

with Russia. Elleman (2001), p. 117.  
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given over to the Russians who did not even fight in the war. This made the Japanese very 

angry and would later contribute to the reasons behind the Japan-Russia War in 1904.  

The war was a serious eye opener for the Chinese. The emperor Quangxu decided to 

modernise the nation according to the Western standards.26 The idea was good, but the 

emperor was not the actual ruler of China; his aunt was. Empress-dowager Cixi had ruled 

China since the death of her husband, the emperor of China27, in 1861. Even though she 

could only rule from the shadows, she was in charge. The Guangxu emperor had his chance 

in 1898 when the dowager decided to let him rule for a while. The modernisation effort is 

titled the 100 day-reform.28 It was horrendous failure, the emperor gained only 100-days until 

Cixi came back and undid every single attempt at reform.29 The emperor was sent to house 

arrest in the after match in which he remained until he died in 1908.  

During this time a disaster in Northern China was showing its face. That year’s harvest had 

failed. The Yellow river had flooded in 1898, destroying the crops. During next year there 

were droughts, which made situation worse. The birthplace of boxers, Shandong region, took 

the brunt of the two disasters in back-to-back years. The region was famous for its rebellions 

and for Confucius.30 The area was also famous for its rebellious sectors like the white lotus 

society who had organized a rebellion at the turn of 19th century.31 The region had rebelled 

every time situation got bad, like it was at the year 1899. This time it would not and would be 

vitally different.  

In the region missionaries had arrived mainly from Germany, during their stay missionaries 

had behaved like they were worst sort of people.32 They took what they wanted and did not 

give any piece of mind to the local customs. This reflected badly of other Christians both 

converted ones and other missionaries across the country. In 1897 they had taken over a 

temple that belonged to the high god in Chinese pantheon.33 This turned into skirmish that the 

Germans solved by brute force.34 

 
26 Ebrey (1996), p. 254-255 
27 Xiafeng emperor ruled 1850-1861.  
28 Because it lasted for 100 days. Kerrigan (2019), p. 137. 
29 Elleman (2001), p. 119. 
30 Esherick (1987), p. 39.  
31 Esherick (1987), p. 39. 1801 was the year of the rebellion.  
32 Bickers (2011), p. 327.  
33 Esherick (1987), p. 144.  
34 The temple was key because it belonged to the Jade emperor. The Jade emperor could be seen as Zeus in 

Greek pantheon. Jade emperor was also the god who gave the heavenly mandate for the ruling dynasty.  
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It was at the point of being constantly humiliated by the Western powers the idea of an 

uprising was beginning to form. The society that formed the backbone of the uprising was 

called yi-he-tuan, meaning boxers united in righteousness.35 The Western powers took the 

Boxer part of the name and so the famous nickname of the Boxers was born. The movement 

was at first only in Shandong region being small and local uprising.36  

 

 
35 Esherick (1987), p. 154 and XIV.  
36 Silbey (2012), p. 66.  
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Picture 1. Image shows the area in which the Boxer War chiefly took place in light brown 

outline.  

Then that changed when the conflict turned in late 1899 into a violent one. The court 

eventually summoned Boxers to the court to perform and show off their skills. The Qing 

court and Empress Dowager wanted to get rid of foreigners out China and here lied the 

perfect excuse to do so.37 The court had much believed in Boxers mainly due to their slogan 

“Support Qing, oppose foreign”.38 Slogan was different to any type of rebellion so far in the 

world ever, since it actually supported the government.  

The war began in 1899, but since it was at first mainly Chinese on Chinese violence. The first 

Foreign killed was Reverend Sidney Brooks who was hacked to death on 31.12.1899.39 

During this time the governor of Shandong40 who did not like Boxers and tried to wipe them 

out of existence. After the killing of reverend Brooks, the foreign powers grew constantly 

worried about their consulates in Beijing. In May of 1900 when the empress dowager 

summoned boxers to the court, the consulates decided to beef up the security in case the 

worse happened.  

In first wave there arrived nearly 500 soldiers which had been given permission to enter after 

a struggle to gain them by the consuls. This angered the Government of China and when 

admiral Edward Seymour decided to lead a small army to the aid of the legations.41 This 

action figuratively broke the camel’s back. To the Chinese the Seymour expedition was an 

extra-large insult because Chinese were by nature ethnocentric and xenophobic. The Seymour 

force was observed as being of an extreme danger to the government.42 The action could also 

be seen as an active declaration of war. Since Seymour decided to invade a foreign 

independent nation with an army of some size, it was noted by the Chinese court.  

If Seymour’s failed trip, of murder and loot, was not enough for a declaration of war, the 

attack of Dagu or Taku forts was definitely an active declaration of war.43 The attack against 

the forts began in early morning of 17.06.1900. The forts were newly constructed and armed 

with the latest and deadliest canons at the time, the Krupp canons. There were also a few 

 
37 Elleman (2001), p. 119.  
38 Elleman (2001), p. 120. 
39 Elleman (2001), p. 121.  
40 Yuan Shikai later actual first president of republic of China in 1912 and later tried to be emperor of China 

1916 before dying later in the same year. Elleman (2001), p. 122. 
41 He set out 10.06.1900. Silbey (2012), p. 79. 
42 Silbey (2012), p. 86.  
43 Silbey (2012), p. 101.  
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warships in the bay where forts guarded the entrance to China. The forts were demanded to 

be handed over by two am. by 17.6. by an ultimatum by fleet of nine man-of-war.44 One hour 

before time frame closed and before the ultimatum’s time came to an end, Chinese started to 

fire cannons from the forts at the fleet. The foreign navy demolished the forts and the 

garrison in them. The great nations in the world began a war against the Chinese by blasting 

apart their fortresses.  

In Beijing and where consuls were being slowly besieged inside area specially selected for 

them after the Second Opium War (1856-1860). This had made it possible for foreign 

influence to grow exponentially. On the 11.06.00 Japanese consul was killed in the railway 

station.45 On the 19.06. Zongli Yamen46 also known as the Chinese foreign ministry issued a 

warning telling foreigners, they had 24 hours to evacuate or die.47 The German consul Baron 

August freiherr von Ketteler got up the next day determined to have a “friendly”48 chat with 

the Zongli Yamen.49 He was killed on his way to have the conversation. Later it was 

discovered that he had actually started firing at the imperial army and because of his 

unfortunate reaction to armed Chinese, he was ultimately killed.50  

In the legations there were approximately 1000 foreigners and 2300 Chinese.51 Then the 

declaration of war happened; Imperial China declared war on all foreign powers in China.52 

The declaration of war happened on 21.06.1900 and the legations were fired upon by imperial 

artillery.53 There were at least 22 000 imperial soldiers sieging foreigners in Beijing.54 The 

number of boxers is unknown since they were mainly focused on Tianjin, but at least 10 000 

boxers were in less famous but as dramatic siege of Northern cathedral in Beijing.55 In the 

northern cathedral siege, there were just 43 soldiers against the overwhelming odds.56 At the 

 
44 Silbey (2012), p. 94. 
45 Silbey (2012), p. 78. 
46 Full title Zongli geguo shiwu yamen. Bickers (2011), p. 187.  
47 A bit paraphrased. Silbey (2012), p. 79.  
48 Friendly meaning in this case threatening with German invasion.  
49 Silbey (2012), p. 79. 
50 Silbey (2012), p. 80. 
51 Elleman (2001), p. 117.  
52 Empire on China declared war against United Kingdom, Third republic of France, Empire of Germany, 

Empire of Russia, United States of America, Kingdom of Italy, Empire of Austria and Hungary and finally but 

not the least significant Empire of Japan. At the present were also Kingdom of Belgia and Kingdom of Spain.  
53 Elleman (2001), p. 124.  
54 Elleman (2001), p. 123. 
55 Elleman (2001), p. 126.  
56 Elleman (2001), p. 125. 
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cathedral Chinese troops were mainly made of the boxers and their auxiliaries of young 

females.57 

 

Picture 2. Image shows the young female auxiliaries in the middle of the combat trying to 

help their allies.  

The Seymour expedition is a notorious failure, he could not do anything, or advance 

anywhere near Beijing. After his departure from Tianjin on his rescue attempt, the city was 

put under siege by Chinese military; the siege began on the 15.06.58. The Chinese were at 

their best in Tianjin. They had competent command, troops were well trained and equipped 

with Western arms.59 They had the numbers for a full-scale assault and made several attempts 

at taking the foreign settlement but unfortunately for them Tianjin was more heavily 

defended than Beijing with 2 000 men and even some artillery. Finally, the siege was broken 

on 14.07. by the “allies” who had summoned enough manpower to be able to break the siege. 

 
57 The young ladies were of Red lanterns sect and were female counterpart to Boxers. Clark (2015), p. 79-82. 

Also, the picture on page 82.  
58 Elleman (2001), p. 129. 
59 Silbey (2012), p. 150. 
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After the siege was done allied soldiers shot randomly at Chinese, most of whom were 

civilians.60 

All of the great powers gathered an army at Tianjin in order to be large enough to take it to 

Beijing and possibly further on, this took nearly a month. During this time sieged parties in 

Beijing were in trouble. They had suffered very little on casualties, but the problem was fires 

that erupted on premises.61 Then suddenly at diplomatic quarter there was a break.62 This 

brake came after Tianjin was lost by the Chinese forces. Maybe the Empress-Dowager started 

to fear the consequences that might come after the war. 

The Great powers gathered an around 19 000 men army to march for Beijing.63 The army set 

out for its saving mission across Chinese countryside on 4. 8.. The army had problems at first 

and fought two large battles on fourth and fifth August. After this there was practically no 

opposition to the advancing western forces, only the heat to slowdown the army.64 

The army reached Beijing on late 13. 08.. After a goodnight sleep army stormed the city 

walls the British Indian troops leading followed closely by the Japanese. The diplomatic 

quarter was relieved on 14.08. and the Northern cathedral the next day. Beijing and its 

citizens were not so happy by their new overlords; the city was subject of widespread looting, 

there were also rapes and killings. The great nations did what had been done for centuries in 

warfare65, this made the Western civilisation look like barbarians the Chinese who had 

thought that was they were. The best-behaved soldiers were, for a thought to consider, the 

Japanese.66 Funnily in the previous year Hague convention had banned looting in war.67 The 

allied troops entered the forbidden city in 28. 08..68 This was a tragedy on a large scale, only 

army before this to enter forbidden city was the Anglo-French force of the Second Opium 

War. The allies looted the forbidden city to its bare bones.  

In September of 1901 peace was achieved.69 The peace talks took this long because the 

Germans were late to the war and wanted in on some action in China. The great powers had 

 
60 Silbey (2012), p. 157. 
61 Elleman (2001), p. 125. 
62 Elleman (2001), p. 126. 
63 Silbey (2012), p. 172.  
64 Silbey (2012), p. 187.  
65 Pillage, kill, rape and loot.  
66 Esherick (1987), p. 310. 
67 Silbey (2012), p. 161. 
68 Elleman (2001), p. 133. 
69 Elleman (2001), p. 117.  
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elected a German as their high commander: Baron Alfred von Waldersee.70 Germans spent 

year in the countryside hunting boxers, meaning they looted, burned, and raped for a year in a 

nation they were not, in their mind, at war. This was helped by the Kaiser (emperor) Wilhelm 

II’s speech before German troops took off. This was the famous Hun-speech which later gave 

the Germans their World War One nickname.71  

During the war there were approximately 250 foreign casualties mainly children and 

women.72 Thousands of converted Chinese died and even more who decided to be with the 

boxers or neutral Chinese. The war against converted Chinese had been successful.73 With 

one procent popularity Chinese Christian community remained small.74 China was forced to 

pay up to 450 000 000 taels of silver or at the time 335 000 000 dollars which is a lot of 

money.75  

The Boxer War is a curious event from different angles. The biggest question on historian’s 

mind is why did China lose the war? On Chinese side there was a superior advantage in 

manpower. The army sizes were for the Chinese at least three to one.76 There has been a lot 

of wondering why did not the Chinese attack at full strength and wipe-out foreigners? The 

reasons why remain clouded to these days with no real answer. Losing this war meant the 

beginning of the end for the Qing-dynasty which lasted only about a decade after the war.  

There have been several reasons to explain this deficient action by Chinese. 77 The Western 

type guns were new to the Chinese who had fought the Taiping rebellion with mainly 

traditional weapons.78 During the Boxer War the Chinese continued the usage of traditional 

weapons against repeating rifles.79 This has only worked on spectacular occasions, mainly 

involving massive advantage in numbers.80 During the Boxer War, Chinese South and West 

were unaffected by the war and did not contribute to the conflict at all. The Chinese were 

shooting too high during the war. Without long rage arms and effective usage of manpower it 

 
70 Silbey (2012), p. 143. 
71 Silbey (2012), p. 167. 
72 Elleman (2001), p. 136. 
73 Silbey (2012), p. 190.  
74 Esherick (1987), p. 85.   
75 Esherick (1987), p. 311.  Silbey (2012), p. 227.  
76 Elleman (2001), p. 123.  
77 Silbey (2012), p. 115. 
78 Swords, spears, and ancient muskets.  
79 Silbey (2012), p. 73.  
80 For example: Isandlwana 1879 during the Anglo-Zulu War of 1879. 
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was hard to inflict casualties.81 In the year 1900 crops turned out to be good thus hampering 

the fighting spirit of many boxer, most of whom were illiterate farmers.82 

 

2.2. Where dogs are pigs and sheep are goats or how Chinese hated Christians with burning 

passion.  

.  

Picture 3. “Shooting the pig and beheading the sheep.” 

The propaganda picture above is from 1890s China. The creator and exact date are unknown 

to us. The picture is most likely made by member of the Boxer’s or by an official source aka 

a commission from the imperial household. The picture represents classical Chinese painting 

style. The anti-Christian riots began in 1891 by the Yangtse valley riots.83 The picture is the 

most famous one out of the Boxer War from the Chinese side. In the picture there are a pig 

with dog’s head and sheep with goat’s head. The pigdog is tied into a cross. This monstrosity 

represents Jesus Christ as seen by the Chinese common people. The sheepgoat are seen as his 

followers by the Chinese people. Foreign people were seen as a fearsomely ugly and 

doglike.84 They were often compared to dogs and goats.85 

 
81 Silbey (2012), p. 73. 
82 Silbey (2012), p. 168. 
83 Esherick (1987), p. 76.   
84 Ch’en (1979), p. 59. 
85 Ch’en (1979), p. 60.  
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The Chinese were traditionally very ethnocentric and xenophobic people. The Chinese elite 

considered themselves culturally the best nation in existence.86 The Chinese were 

reintroduced to Christianity after the Second Opium War (1856-1860). The Christianity was 

mainly part of society in the South China where the main points of foreign power laid. Places 

like Hong Kong and Macao all lie in the Southern China.  

In this picture there is a traditional Chinese god sitting by the desk. There are also depictions 

of the traditional Chinese juridical system at work. Both the archer fire and beheadings were 

traditional capital punishments. I think the character passing the sentence is the Jade emperor. 

This makes the picture ironic as a Jade emperor’s temple was the starting point in the rise of 

the boxer movement. He is depicted in a traditional Chinese mandarin87 uniform. The picture 

misses having Christian character being hairy as Chinese saw and called the foreigners 

hairy.88 The converts were called second-hand hairies.89 

The pig’s fatness is an attribute of the fat missionaries. The Chinese countryside had/has very 

little overweight people. The missionaries were all well fed who fed others well. This was 

humiliating to the famine suffering people of Shandong in 1898. They thought that the 

foreign gods were responsible for China’s misfortune.90 They thought that their gods have 

been offended by these newcomers.91 

The most impact is by the veterans of the Taiping campaign who told tales of the Christians 

and their weird religion that drove China into a turmoil. The second matter that could stir up 

hatred was the missionaries themselves and their behaviour in area.92 In Shandong the 

Christianity was introduced in 1897, and the introduction was done by Germans. Germans 

who hated being in China and considered it as a punishment instead of a God’s given 

mission.93 In Shandong the German Society of divine Word was the main missionary society 

in there.94 The head of the missionaries in this part of China was Jean Baptist von Anzer.95 

 
86 Silbey (2012), p. 30. Imagine the French, the same likeness in this regard.  
87 Chinese high officials, who wore orange jacket.  
88 Esherick (1987), p. 68. 
89 Clark (2015), p. 44. 
90 Silbey (2012), p. 36.  
91 Clark (2015), p. 52. 
92 Esherick (1987), p. 81. 
93 Silbey (2012), p. 42. 
94 Esherick (1987), p. 79. 
95 Esherick (1987), p. 80. He was friend of Kaiser Wilhelm II.  
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The missionaries acted more like the arm of imperialism rather than people trying to convert 

different culture into theirs.96  

Most of the missionaries, if not all, were in utter contempt of Chinese “paganism” and 

satanism.97 The missionaries were physically repulsed by the Chinese way of life.98 The 

missionaries also liked to display power by pompous ceremonies.99 The person from 1897 

massacre who survived, and who was the main target to the attack, was accused of at least ten 

rapes.100 Christians also believed that China was the place for a Holy battle.101 The 

missionaries viewed Chinese gods as demonic forces.102 

The missionaries also tried to do good things in China. They saw that local belief in the old 

gods could not be easily removed.103 They set up several orphanages and hospitals.104 This 

aggravated Chinese to the point where they thought that in these places’ missionaries cut the 

genitalia of virgins and took Chinese eyes to make aphrodisiacs and potions of longevity.105 

As captain hindsight would say that this was not the missionaries’ best move.  

The missionaries’ greatest weakness turned out to be that it was too unsettling for the Chinese 

society.106 The missionaries acted more like the arm of imperialism rather than people trying 

to convert different culture into theirs. They acted like conquers who have just taken a nation 

but cannot just kill the people for reasons. China had by 1898 suffered too much humiliation 

to take this behaviour.107  The saint Marie-Hermine de Jesus, who died in the Boxer War, 

considered China to be a land where Satan108 reigned supreme.109 

 
96 Silbey (2012), p. 46. 
97 Esherick (1987), p. 82. Clark (2015), p. 90.  
98 Esherick (1987), p. 81. Bickers (2011), p. 249.  
99 Esherick (1987), p. 84.  
100 Esherick (1987), p. 126. 
101 Clark (2015), p. 58.  
102 Clark (2015), p. 58. 
103 Bickers (2011), p. 214.  
104 Clark (2015), p. 22. 
105 Ch’en (1979), p. 140.  
106 Bickers (2011), p. 236.  
107 Ch’en (1979), p. 142. 
108 Wait a moment… There is already a Satan city. Now there is an entire Satan country, God damn King of 

Derp.  
109 Clark (2015), p. 90. Yes, she is actually canonised.  
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Picture 4. The picture is from 1890s China.  

This was one of the propaganda images that made into popular culture and had changed 

Chinese view of the Westerners. In the picture the missionaries are in the process of 

removing poor boys’ eyes. The Westerners are depicted in traditional Western outfits even 

though most of them were filmed in Chinese outfits in photographs.110 The Westerners are 

seen with facial hair and large noses. Their complexion is redder than the Chinese, this is 

indication that they are seen as devils by the Chinese. This image deals heavily into the 

Chinese ideals of the missionaries and their “secret society”. In the foreground there are 

already armless and most likely blind Chinese doing the traditional kowtow and thus 

worshiping the missionaries.  

In the Northern China Christianity was never popular and in 1898 it was a brand-new 

phenomenon. It attracted those who opposed the government and/or were in some ways in 

conflict with the society. The Northern Chinese hatred of the Christianity can be explained by 

two things. The most pressing matter was the Taiping rebellion from 1851 to 1864. The 

 
110 Clark (2015), p. 74, figure 3.2 
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rebellion was started by a man who believed himself as Jesus Christ’s brother. In the 

Shandong area there was fighting but only briefly.  

The other was the converts bad habit of being arrogant.111 They were protected by treaties 

same as the missionaries. The missionaries gained followers from the basket of deplorables to 

the society: the secretarians, the bandits and the poor.112 This angered many of the passive 

Chinese to the point of rage. Besides the unfathomably arrogant and rage enthusing 

Christians there were tales. The tales told of genital cake and eyeball tea. Most Chinese 

believed that Christians had co-ed naked baths and orgies.113 The Chinese also believed that 

the priests were seducing boys into sodomy114, which surprising no one turned out to be true 

and not in a hearsay way.115 The personal favourite of the writer is how the Chinese are 

seeing missionaries as vampires who spread Jesus venom.116  

The first propaganda picture does a horrible job at interpreting the war. The war was a 

catastrophic loss to the Chinese. The pigdog Jesus won at least for a while. Christians 

remained in China until 1949 when Mao Zedong and his communist party won the Chinese 

Civil War. The propaganda piece is based on behaviour of missionaries. The picture is the 

perfect depiction on, understandably, Chinese viewpoint on the people and the culture that 

was oppressive toward China and the Chinese people. The picture portrays the Western 

religion as something to be despised and to be exterminated. The hostile image is very 

animalistic and hate just fills out into the page.  

The second picture does as bad representing the war the accompany. Both pictures were 

printed before the war to make Chinese people angry and anxious around foreign people. 

Where the pictures fail to depict war that followed, they do marvellous job at depicting the 

Chinese mindset and thought on these foreign aggressors before. Chinese did not like 

foreigners and were extremely xenophobic as shown earlier and they had no intention of even 

trying to understand the Westerners. They see the Western world and ideas as something to 

hate and despise.  

 

 
111 Ch’en (1979), p. 141. 
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2.3 The one where Russia almost starts a World War also known as Russo-Japanese War 

1904-1905.  

 

The Russo-Japanese War was made by a decade of hate and disgust by the Japanese crafted 

to a perfection. In 1868 Japan decided to Westernize with the power of the emperor who until 

that time had only minimal power. The power was with the Tokugawa shogunate. The 

Tokugawa were a family that had ruled Japan as country’s leading officials since 1600 when 

Tokugawa Ieyasu won the civil strife that had lasted for about 150 years.117 What made Japan 

modernize fast was the fear of being made into a colony. Japan began drastic changes which 

in military culminated into banning of the samurai-class 118 in 1876 and crushing the 

following rebellion, because the samurai were the Japanese equivalent of the medieval 

knights; they were obsolete in 1870s warfare. The Tokugawa shogunate had ruled from Edo 

which later changed its name to Tokyo. Japan made a policy after the 1860s that if it could 

not defeat the west, it would join it.119 The change was done in the name of the emperor Meiji 

(ruled from 1868 to 1912).  

By 1890s Japan had completed its modernization and was ready to test the results on a 

weaker nation.120 Japan’s first target was going to be China, seeing as China had always look 

down on the Japanese. The Chinese considered Japan to be a vassal state. China was also 

considerably weaker than it had been in their last scuffle during 1590s. China had very little 

knowledge or mass in terms of the Western arms and thus was defeated and humiliated.  

During the peace talks Japan took things too far. This was decided by France, Germany, and 

Russia. The triple intervention took the Japanese occupied area in North China and handed it 

over to the Russians.121 This in turn made the Japanese angrier that they had been in a long 

while. Japan swore revenge on the nations it had once looked up to. France and Germany 

gained nothing out of the peace treaty, but Russia gained Manchuria to control. This was a 

huge loss to the Japanese. They had considered Manchuria practically as their own. 

The Japanese started plotting by turning to the aid of the British who had not participated in 

the intervention and were at odds with Russians on several locations across the globe. The 

 
117 Sen Goku Jidai(age) 1467-1600.  
118 Samurai were Japanese equivalent of the medieval Knight class. They were meant for fighting as well as 

being the high class of society 
119 Storry (1979), p. 17. 
120 Like Russia did in 2008 on Georgia.  
121 Drea (2009), p. 90.  
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Anglo-Japanese treaty was signed in 1902. The British needed allies in the Far East to 

counter growing French and Russian pressure.122 At this time British considered the French 

and the Russians to be their main rivals for the world dominion. The Japanese as said before 

were looking to go to war with Russia, but not with anybody else.  

Before the war Japan had an army of nearly 200 000 men.123 Russians had only 104 000 at 

the Far East-front spread both far and wide.124 Japan could booster its armed forces to 800 

000 at maximum.125 Russia could muster a mighty army of 3.5 million men given the time 

and the effort inclined to do so.126 

The Japanese considered Russia’s presence in Manchuria and on Liaodong peninsula to be a 

threat to their holdings in Korea.127 There were operational plans since 1900 to fight the 

Russians. Including but not limited to capture of Port Arthur and decisive battle in 

Mukden.128 Russian’s decided not leave Manchuria in 1903 like they had promised in 

1901.129 This was a great insult to the Japanese who at first sought diplomatic solution to the 

problem at hand. The Japanese decided if diplomacy failed it was a time for war.130 Needless 

to say, but the diplomacy failed horribly. Nikolai II was entirely dismissive of the Japanese 

and their desires. In February the Japanese had finished their plans of war and were ready to 

begin with the approval of the Emperor.131 On February 4. Japan decided to go to war having 

gained a begrudging approval from the Emperor, who did not want to go to war.132 The war 

was over Korea and Manchuria.133  
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Picture 5. A map of the battleground during the war.  

On the early morning 08.02.04 the Japanese fleet attacked the Russian fleet harboured in the 

Port Arthur. The attack did very little damage, but it set a precedent of the Japanese warfare 

for years to come. After the surprise attack the Japanese landed forces and began to push 

north. The Japanese landing happened on Inchon bay into which we get on later and more 

famously.134 After the first battle on Yalu river in Northern Korea the Japanese were 

surprised by the amount of casualties sustained. The Japanese suffered in this one battle more 

casualties than in the Sino-Japanese War in its entirety.135  

In the conflict there were three battles that were big. The Siege of Port Arthur was the first of 

them. The Siege of Port Arthur began on August the eight. Defenders numbered around 40 

000 men. Siegers had nearly 90 000 men.136 The Japanese commander Nogi Maresuke137 

underestimated the fortresses defences and on the first attack alone he suffered over 10 000 

loses.138 The armies human-bullet tactic gained a lot of criticism.139 After month of fighting 

Nogi had to order 65 000 men reinforcements because his army was being annihilated by 
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catastrophic casualty rates.140 Nogi did not understand maps and their topographical design so 

he had ordered his army into several headlong charges against machineguns.141 This was so 

brilliant strategy that every single army, particularly the French, tried it in World War One.142 

Eventually Nogi was kind of released from the control of the army. The Staff of his army 

took a look of the battlefield and noticed a gigantic mountain that was blocking the advance. 

The Japanese took the mountain on December but only after extremely hard fighting. After 

this the Japanese ruled the high ground and bombarded the port of Port Arthur to smithereens. 

Port Arthur surrendered on January second, 1905. Russians only had 9000 men capable of 

fighting.143 Japanese had lost 60 000 men in this decisive battle which was several times more 

that the army could afford.144 

The second great battle was the battle of Mukden from February 22nd to March 10th. The 

Battle was set with the majority of the manpower. On Russian side there were 330 000 men 

against Japanese 270 000.145 The battle was Japanese tactical victory but strategical draw. 

The Japanese lost up to 75 000 casualties as the Russians lost up to 90 000.146 After the battle, 

the battlefield was in the Japanese hands, but they had exhausted themselves.147 The Japanese 

had lost too much in terms of manpower, ammunition and their logistics were going from bad 

to worse.148 After the battle there were no longer land battles and both armies stood their 

ground not wanting to give any more space to the other side while increasing the size of their 

armies at the same time.  

But this war was not settled on land, it was decided on a sea battle. One of the greatest sea 

battles ever: The Battle of Tsushima Strait on May 27th of the year 1905. The Russian Baltic 

fleet was commanded by admiral Zinovy Rozhestvensky. The Japanese fleet was commanded 

by Togo Heihachiro.149 The Russian fleet set out on October of 1904 from Kronstadt near St. 

Petersburg. They nearly never made past the English Channel. In the channel the Russian 

fleet started to panic and began firing on a couple of fishing boats believing them to be 

Japanese gunboats. This also made the British, who were allies of the Japanese, very crossed. 
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They banned the Russians entry from the Suez Canal with threats of war looming around. 

This incident gave the Japanese intelligence total fleet numbers and estimate how long it was 

going to take of the fleet to arrive in the Far East.  

As the Russians made their world tour, the Japanese prepared for a large-scale naval battle. 

The battle was going to be largest since Trafalgar 100 years prior. The Russians had several 

older battleships. The Japanese fleet was entirely new brought from Britain a few years prior. 

The battle was a smashing hit for the Japanese. They took almost no losses compared to 

heavy losses by the Russians. The battle has gained a lot of international attention since it 

was the second to last great battleship battle.150  

At this time the Japanese had asked the president of the United States of America Theodore 

Roosevelt to break the peace.151 Both Japanese and the Russians were in need for a peace 

being exhausted and having internal problems. The war was costly to the Japanese both 

material and economic wise.152 The peace was signed on September fifth of 1905.153 The 

Russian casualties during the war were somewhere between 335 000 and 435 000.154 The 

Japanese casualties were also large almost 200 000 men with 60 000 dead.155 This was 

damaging considering that the Japanese army was only 191 000 men in the year prior to the 

war.156 Russians agreed to give up the Sakhalin islands, but no indemnity was to be paid to 

the Japanese.157 

Russia had suffered a rebellion during the war. There was the Bloody Sunday of 21st of 

January in which protesters were shot to death in front of the imperial palace.158 This turned 

into full on riots as the luck of war changed and the Russians grew more desperate. In May 

the famous battleship Potemkin rebelled. If the Tsushima battle had been a Russian victory 

the world history might have turned differently. Russia’s collapse was a surprise to many.159 

Even the British believed that the Russians were going to win the war.160  
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The Japanese home front was also disturbed by the casualties in the war.161 General Nogi had 

his house stoned because of the people he had killed during the war.162 The Japanese army 

before the war was an amateurish one. It suffered from nepotism, factionalism and other 

problems like that. The Japanese had several events to celebrate victory, but they turned sour 

fast.163  

The aftermath of the war was tremendous. The Russo-Japanese War is understudied war in 

history departments. The colonized people around the world gained hope for a brighter 

future. In Tokyo there were anti-treaty riots and popular demonstrations.164 The war was 

called “Greatest phenomenon the world had ever seen” by its peace maker president 

Roosevelt.165 The victory inspired such people as Mohandas Gandhi in India and Mao 

Zedong in China.166 Japan began to model for a colonized Asian and nations working to 

modernise.167 Up until that point the West had never failed to win a war against the rest of the 

world.168 Russia’s defeat was defeat of the colonial powers in the world.169 This made the 

West and the colonial powers scared of uprisings which happened around the world. This 

also made Japan, not by design, the enemy of the United States of America.  
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2.4. The Sun eats the bear. The treatment of civilians in war.  

 

 

Picture 6. This picture originates from the war.   
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In the picture the Japanese Rising Sun shoots beams out of eyes at the Russian bears. The 

picture is representation of the traditional Japanese painting. The picture uses national 

imagery and how nations see themselves. The Japanese see themselves as rising Sun from the 

East. Rising to meet any challenge put in their way of becoming the dominant power in the 

Asia. Representing the Russians are bears. Bear is the Russia’s national animal and has 

represented the nation for centuries.  

The Japanese Rising Sun was present in its pre-1945 flag as a proud symbol of the nation. 

The old Japanese flag can be seen on the image below.  

 

Picture 7. The Imperial Japanese flag.  

In the main picture Japan seems to be an older wiser man. This can be seen in the colour of 

eyebrows. Japan has the oldest emperorship in the entirety of the world. The emperor family 

had ruled Japan for over 2000 years by the time of the Russo-Japanese war.170 Japanese were 

in a brutal civil strife by the time Russia came to be in 1547. The Emperor status was based 

on mythology and originating in the bloodline to the son goddess Amaterasu, her grandson 

was the legendary first emperor. The emperor of Japan was the gods’ representative on earth.  

The Russian bears carry a Russian naval flag. The flag is similar to the Scotland’s flag. The 

Russia’s naval flag is also inspiration for several nations today in flag design.171 Russia had 

grown powerful until the Crimean War in the mid-1850s when it lost much of its military 

power and it had to do several improvements like the cancelling of land-slavery. Russia was 

looking for some powerful enemy to defeat in order to gain military strength and the people’s 

belief in the might of Russia. Russia had been in competition with Britain since 1870s for the 

domination of the East. Both considered each other to be their prospective rival and enemy. 

The 1902 Japanese alliance to British made the next Russian target for war clear.  

 
170 It rules still even a century later.  
171 Finland for example.  
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The Japanese were seen as “quant little people from exotic land”.172 Japan was seriously 

underestimated by the people who had seen the Japanese fight in the Boxer War. Japan had 

modernized so brilliantly that they had militarily surpassed the Russians already. This can be 

seen in naval forces. The Japanese had naval forces which were built in the last five to ten 

years. Russians were using 40-year-old hardware.  

In the picture the Japanese Sun rays have routed the Russian bears. The bears are terrified and 

flee in panic of the old-man Sun. In the Sun there is the distinct features of human face.173 

The Sun’s eyebeam is the national flags Sunrays. The Sun represents both the Sun goddess 

Amaterasu and the Emperor of Japan, who in this time was the emperor Meiji. The bears 

represent the Russian navy. The Japanese had been overwhelming in the sea.  

Japan sees Russia as a young anthropomorphic bear trying too much too hard. Imagine 

screams this is what you receive trying to win in a war against the Japanese and the people of 

the Sun. The image is also a heavy-handed reminder that invading Japan by the sea might be 

useless seeing as the gods themselves are watching above. The propaganda piece represents 

the war in a romantic but not-inaccurate manner. Japan won the war and it won it by a naval 

battle. But at the end of war both nations were exhausted, Japan was resourceless and Russia 

had civil trouble and full rebellion was brewing in the nation.  

In the propaganda picture Japan sees Russia’s hostility as something not to be taken 

seriously. In the picture the Russian bears are scared and fleeing in horror. Shame they were 

not lions. Japan is acting superior to their enemies. In the Japanese society fleeing from the 

battlefield was seen as shameful and worthy of losing one’s face.174 
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Picture 8. This picture is an image within an image, so image is being a part of a greater 

picture.  

This is an image made during the war. In this image the Russian troops have attacked a 

Japanese aid station and are brutalizing the nurses stationed there. The Japanese are depicted 

in their traditional outfits called Kimono. The Russian troops have full beards and wear blue 

jackets making them more distinctive from the Japanese. The blue jackets make the Russians 

in this picture so that they appear to be from navy and thus they are marines. From the 

Russian side only a few members of their marines participated in the war. The Russians are 

violating the rules of war written 1899 in Hague. This makes a contradiction to the behaviour 

of the Japanese who were at their best behaviour towards their enemies. The Japanese appear 

to be females; the role of nurse was a vital role on the battlefields for females even at those 

times. Notice the size difference between the Russian marines and the Japanese. The 

Russians seem gigantic compared to the frail Japanese. This creates the need to protect the 

vulnerable in male personnel. In army the combat roles were only for males until the Second 

World War when Soviet Union deployed female troopers in special roles175.  

 

 

 
175 Like snipers or night bombers.  
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Picture 9. This is the original image. In the picture there can be seen the treatment of 

wounded prisoners of war and the civilian life during war.  

It shows a Japanese field hospital in full operational status. In the picture there can be seen 

several Russians being treated by Japanese personnel. The Russians were extremely racist 

and because of their belief, they treated the captured Japanese worse than the Japanese treated 

their prisoners of war. Japan actually treated their prisoners well and kept them in a good 

condition. Their famous brutality came later on but at this time Japan wanted to show the 

Westerners that they were just as educated and “civilized” as them.  

The picture displays the Russians as brutal gigantic monsters who brutalize women. In the 

Japanese viewpoint the Russians are worse than them and not at all civilized. The picture has 

a good grasp of conflict as a whole since the Russians did not want to be civilized with 

people of this region. The Japanese were also victorious people in this conflict and so it made 

it easier for them to appear as saviours for the downtrodden. Even in Finland the conflict 

created hope for an independence and freedom from tyranny. The image of hostility has 

become more personal in this picture. Compared to others, this one shows the enemy as 

brutal but also something to take pity on. It seems that the Japanese consider the Russians 

both betrayers of war honour and recipients of it.  
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3. Extreme ideologies that invaded into East  
 

 

3.1 Japan’s militarism destroys itself 

 

Japan began its militarism during 1920s as the weak Taisho emperor died (1926) and his son 

the Showa emperor, better known as Hirohito in the West and his name for this academic 

work, rose to power. During 1920s Japan had tried democracy and suffered an earthquake 

that nearly destroyed Tokyo.176 Japan was already massively militaristic but now it rose to a 

whole new level. Japan took comfort in their armed forces, this meant that the army and their 

rivals in the navy gained power in society. By the time 1930s rolled around Japan had 

militarized society.177  

Japan truly began its militarized society in 1931 when the Korean and Taiwan occupation 

army, named the Kwantung army, invaded Manchuria.178 The invasion was planned for a few 

years prior ever since the same army had blown up the Manchuria’s warlord.179 He was 

succeeded by his son, but Manchuria was now in Japanese hands without the approval of the 

Japanese government. After 1933 the army decided to form Manchuria into nation called 

Manchukuo and the crowning of Pu Yi,180 this decision got Japan kicked out from the League 

of Nations181.182 Japan took its global ostracizing badly and started to think that the United 

States of America and their long-time ally (since 1902) the United Kingdom were against 

them.  

Actually, USA had already turned its back on Japan. In 1906 the State of California had 

applied a new immigration laws that practically banned influx from Japan.183 Later on the 

USA congress banned the Japanese emigration in its entirety.184 On the other hand the anti-

American feeling had risen in Japan steadily as those of the anti-Japanese opinion in USA.185 

 
176 Great Kanto earthquake of 1923. Walker (2015), p. 291. 
177 Japan was militarized society from 1930-1945. Toll (2015), p. 117. 
178 Kwantung army was a nation within a nation like British East-Indian trading company until 1857 when India 

rebelled.  
179 Drea(2009), p. 165.  
180 The last Emperor of China who abdicated the throne in 1911 at age of 6.  
181 The predecessor of United Nations.  
182 Walker (2015), p. 240. 
183 Walker (2015), p. 222. 
184 Storry (1979), p. 92.  
185 Storry (1979), p. 81. 
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Japan after the World War One was crushed by the Washington naval treaty made during 

1922.186 Treaty made the Japanese navy weaker than the USA’s and the UK’s by ration of 

5:5:3. This made USA and UK potential enemies of Japan as they had more naval power and 

deliberately had restricted the Japanese. In 1936 imperial doctrine defined their main enemies 

to be Soviet Union and United States of America, China and UK were viewed as secondary 

enemies.187 

The Japanese society, after the military took control of Manchuria, was set and it began 

heavy militarization. The last non-military prime minister was assassinated in his house in the 

year 1932.188 After this there were only military men in position of the prime minister, 

actually the most famous of these Tojo Hideki never took off his military uniform in the 

role.189 By 1936 an extreme group of army officers tried a coup but failed because the 

Emperor came out against the coup.190 Where the coup had failed to achieve its goals by 

arms, it gained in politics. After that point Japan was a military society with the Emperor as 

the head. After this event every aspect of the Japanese life turned into militarization and the 

nation was prepared to win or die at the next war.  

In the Japanese culture during this time the samurai and the Bushido-code that they followed 

became military ideology and ideal. Japan was turning into a medieval society with fully 

functioning knights code in the modern era. Bushido was not made for the masses but to the 

samurai class who were banned for this very same reason in 1876. The 1930s militarized 

Japan took from the code mainly its brutality to prisoners of wars because they did not die 

honourably on the battlefield and that kind of fanatism came to be the trademark of the 

Japanese during the Second World War.  

Japan got into a war with Kuomintang China in the summer of 1937. The Kuomintang led by 

a general called Chiang Kai-Shek had been fighting a civil war since 1927 and it was winning 

the conflict. Japan had massive investments in China, so it decided that a decade of war was 

enough and decided to take the situation in its own hands.191 And by Japan, I mean the 

Kwantung army, the decision to grant the army that much power was a huge mistake since 

the army had previously acted regardless of the Japanese government, this was a showcase 
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about the militarized society Japan had become. The war was avoidable and made Japan the 

international outcast of the world.  

This was the point where USA decides to fully turn against Japan. Japan thought that their 

early success made peace a viable option for the Chinese but alas the complete opposite 

happened. China toughened and Chiang actually focused on the Japanese instead of the hated 

communist under Mao Zedong. The Chinese resistance made the USA decide to support 

China and Chiang. The decision had made, indirectly at this time, USA into an enemy of 

Japan.192 Japan had behaved extremely badly in China, shocking the world with the “rape of 

Nanking”. This was ironic considering the allied armies had acted no better 37 years 

earlier.193 USA and some of the other nations194 made restrictions to the Japanese making 

Japan unable to get oil, metals, and other war-essential material. USA’s oil embargo had left 

Japan with only a years’ worth of oil which was not enough for the warring state.  

USA’s trade embargo had made the Japanese negotiate with USA about the lifting the 

embargo and about the peace in China, but leaders of USA refused to listen to Japanese who 

continued to brutalize the Chinese people. To Japan China-question had become an honour 

bound question, if Japan could not conquer or even shatter China it might face great 

rebellions both in Korea and Manchuria because Korea was a colony hard to govern195, and 

Manchuria had been just conquered.  

Japan had wanted for a long-time empire of their own and to “free” Asian people from the 

European rule. Japan had wanted to create its very own Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity 

Sphere.196 The Japanese idea of GEACPS was based on an ancient Japanese idea of Hakko 

ichiu, which means the eight corners of the world under one rule.197 To the Japanese these 

concepts came from the Emperor and were as sacred as the Emperor was a god.198 This co-

prosperity sphere was obviously governed by Japanese officials and experts, but it offered an 

independence to all nations in Asia.  

To Japan the problem was either to attack north to Soviet Union or to south to the Pacific 

islands and to their resources. The northern road would be repeating the Japanese 

 
192 USA was/is like 19th century Russia (Russia with manpower, US with economy), because USA support on 

one side makes other side weaker. Example WWI and USAs support of UK.  
193 During the Boxer War.  
194 Most notably UK and Netherlands.  
195 Comparable to Poland under Russian empire.  
196 Walker (2015), p. 247.  
197 Yenne (2014), p. 17.  
198 Earhart (2008), p. 44.  
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participation in the Russian Civil War, this strategy was supported by the Japanese army. 

Japanese considered the need for resources mainly oil to be the other strategical option, this 

was supported by the Japanese navy.199 The army and the navy hated each other, so after the 

army lost in Mongolia (1939)200,  the strategical change was made, and the Southern way had 

won by default.201 

 

Picture 10. The Japanese empire and their extent during WWII.  

By the late 1941 the Japanese government and their blinding/binding bushido ideology could 

not see but a single option in this case: war. After that deciding decision war, in order to gain 

the resources needed to survive, was inevitable. The Japanese had exhausted all their 

meanings and proposals for peaceful solution.202 Japan planned strikes on the USA naval base 

on the Pearl Harbour which had the US Pacific fleet and on to the international sections in 

China203. This was going to be a pre-emptive strike keeping on the tradition of previous 

wars.204 On December the seventh (Hawaii time), very early in the morning Japanese 
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airplanes set from aircraft carriers came into a horizon view of the American naval base. The 

Japanese did tremendous damage205 but the attack left to the Americans some key points alive 

namely the aircraft carriers and the actual harbour area (not to mention plenty of oil). This 

was going to be critical mistake on the Japanese part, but they were too elevated by their 

success. This event was the turning point of the entire war (the Second World War in 

general). With the American resources the allied also known as the United Nations were 

guaranteed to win eventually. But that was after a long and hard road.  

At the time of the attack on Pearl Harbour, the Japanese struck elsewhere as well. They made 

with the international settlements in China, they invaded from Siam206 to Burma heading for 

India and the bombing of USA bases on the Pacific and Philippines. The Japanese began to 

advance rapidly to the British key areas in the East and the royal navy207  responded. The 

Royal Navy had in the Far-East battleship His Majesty’s Ship Ark Royal and battlecruiser 

HMS Prince of Wales. Both were modern battleships, less than decade old and to the British 

their deterrent in the Far-East. On the 10th of December the Japanese navy spotted the ships 

heading to Singapore to reinforce the citadels defence. The Japanese naval bombers sank the 

battleships one after the another, losing only three planes in the process.208 This was the end 

of battleship era and the beginning of carrier era.209 The loss was specifically embarrassing 

for the British premier Winston Churchill who had gone into conference with the USA’s 

president Franklin D. Roosevelt on the HMS Prince of Wales earlier that year.210 The sinking 

of the Royal navy’s pride made the Japanese navy think that they were invincible.211 The 

defeat was catastrophic for the British morale in East-Asia.212 

The early months were extremely successful for the Japanese; half because of must, half 

because the opposition was weak. The Japanese military was under pressure in the South 

Pacific to conquer as much territory as possible. The Japanese needed the resources found in 

that part of the world; oil, tin and rubber were vital to the Japanese war efforts and thus were 

 
205 American casualties were over 4000 men. Beevor (2012), p. 295. 
206 Thailand   
207 Despite many royal navies out there, there is only one who at the time was thought it was supreme: the 
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must for capture. The Japanese also had “fire under their tails” as every inch conquered had 

to be reconquered by the Americans.  

The Japanese crushed opposition in the Philippines, but after a hard fighting and unfortunate 

amount of casualties. By May of 1942 Japanese were approaching Australia, the last way 

point before America. Australia was semi panicked by this since it had virtually no defenders 

left. Australia had sent all its drafted divisions to the African front, all it had was a reserve 

division which had been shipped to Singapore and promptly wiped out.213 Australia had 

received General/Marshall Douglas MacArthur who had fled214 to Australia as the situation in 

Philippines had grown too desperate for its defenders.  

The Japanese attacked the nearby island of Papua, New Guinea, in July of 1942.215 The island 

had a last notable naval base before Australia in Port Moresby.216 Japanese met with token 

resistance which was pushed back to a mountainous terrain on the island which served as a 

defensive line for the Australians.217 The attack was an overextension of the Japanese supply 

lines and was always doomed to fail.218 The Australians were seriously understrength and 

their only hope was an American counteroffensive.219 The Fighting in Papua happened in the 

most horrible circumstances; diseases and malnutrition raked heavily on both sides.220 

At the last moment when the Australian lines were beginning to grumble and give away the 

Americans came to the rescue. The Americans land behind the Japanese on island of 

Guadalcanal, which becomes famous. This action allows Australians to move troops from the 

African front and beat the advancing Japanese. The Australian seventh division makes it into 

Papua by the time USA troops entered Melbourne for a regrouping and resupplying.221 The 

Japanese were also resupplying Guadalcanal instead of Papua which made situation for the 

Australians better.222 The Battle of Papua New Guinea was the first lost the Japanese faced 

and it was all downhill from there on. Japan began to lose ground, men, aircraft, and ships, 

after the battle, in huge quantities. The Japanese island strategy made, in some cases, 
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situation so bad that the Japanese troopers conceded to their final method of survival: 

cannibalism.223  

Japan fought on for two more years after the defeat but never at the level of professionalism 

as they had done earlier during the war. The war ended in the august of 1945 when USA 

dropped a terrific new bomb called a nuclear bomb on cities of Hiroshima224 and Nagasaki225. 

On the 16th Emperor decided to end the war and so World War Two ended on the second of 

September 1945 on the battleship USS Missouri.  

3.2 Samurai spirit and USA world “conquest” 

 

 

Picture 11. “Hey! You diggers! He came, he saw, he conquered! Thinking you diggers will 

never come back alive, tha blacks and tha YANKS are raping your wives, your daughters, 

your sweethearts-they’re helpless without your protection. Your future happiness is at stake! 

One less Aussie simply means one more yank “safely” in the home. Surely you’ll not give up 

your lives to make this possible.  

 
223 Walker (2015), p. 250. 
224 06.08.1945 
225 09.08.1945 
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This is a Japanese propaganda picture taking place during the Papua New Guinea campaign 

of the WWII Pacific theatre. The piece is made with watercolours and is seemingly less Asian 

aesthetically than one might expect from the Japanese. The idea of this propaganda piece is to 

make Australian troopers lose their hart and make them hate the Americans who stole their 

girls. The “girl-at-home” was/is a vital part for the soldiers’ survival and to their fighting 

spirit.  

In the picture American identity jumps at screen with several American flags on person and 

on hat. The American’s uniform is based on pre-WWII uniform and was used in Philippines, 

making the picture printed sometime around late 1942, early 1943. The American is most 

likely a cavalry officer seeing as he is wearing a sword and his hat was a hat and not a 

helmet. In the picture it seems that the American trooper has killed the Australian troops and 

then goes on to steal their girls.  

The poor Australians who lie on the ground dead, died protecting a United Kingdom flag226 

and not the Australian flag.  Picture 12.  

This is an Australian flag and the one in the picture is the Union Jack. Australia was a 

dominion of the United Kingdom, meaning that it was an independent part from it, but the 

King/Queen remains as the head of state. The situation was similar in Canada which was also 

a dominion of United Kingdom. The Australians on the ground represent the army and the 

naval forces. The Naval man is hard to miss seeing as his blue uniform jumps from the 

screen. It is similar to Donald Ducks outfit. The young lady in this propaganda piece is most 

likely a farmer. Seeing as she wears an overall that is made from denim227 which was 

designed to withstand blades from barbed wire. The denim overalls very fashionable at the 

early 1940s.  

This image is meant for the Australian troopers as the nickname diggers implies during the 

battles of the Pacific. This is mainly reference to USA’s first marine divisions “vacation” in 

 
226 Called the Union Jack.  
227 Jeans are made out of from this material.  
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Melbourne, Australia during early 1943.228 The Australians were enthusiastic at first by the 

Americans.229 Almost all of the young men were in service or other ways faulty so a bunch of 

single young men coming up to the shores was like a godsend to young Australian women, 

the same phenomenon happened in England around the same time.  

This resulted in many cases of sexually transmitted diseases, pregnancies, and abortions.230 A 

lot of young Australian women died of failed abortion.231 The Australians were becoming 

second class citizens in Australia seeing as Americans had more money and all the women 

they desired.232 I believe this among American attitude problem and conqueror mentality 

made Australians resentful of their American “allies”.  After the initial honeymoon period 

was over, resentment boiled over and there were fights and even killings.233 The Australians 

were tired of the American attitude especially since none of the Australians had similar leaves 

during the entire war as the Americans had during the early months of 1943.  

So the Japanese propaganda is accurate, or at least this piece is. It was not in the Japanese 

nature to lie.234 Confirming this is the third episode of the tv-miniseries The Pacific. The tv-

series is made co-operating with the memories of war veterans and thus is reliablish. In the 

tv-series Americans drink, chase women and fight Australians. This appears to very effective 

form of propaganda and it is only mystery how the Australian men felt about the fact that the 

Japanese were not lying, and, in some cases, their significant other had died because she had 

cheated him and had died in abortion.  

The image is made for the Western audience as in Japan there was a campaign against 1920s 

style of life and freedom of women and sexuality.235 The Japanese wanted to be an antithesis 

of the Western sexuality but that did not mean it could not be harvested in their benefit.236 

The Japanese made every usage of their information of the American way of life and the 

Western world. The propaganda might not appear effective seeing as front-line soldiers 

would laugh it off, but it makes doubt come up to those who have some partner in the world.  
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In the propaganda piece the Japanese depict the Americans as sexually liberal people who do 

not care about their allies, only wanting sexual satisfaction. The American is kissing 

Australian woman over the dead of the Australians. The Australian is also depicted as only 

reliant on sexual activity, wanting it despite her own sweetheart fighting for her sake as well. 

The propaganda piece depicts magnificently the early part of WWII and the American 

participation in all of their wars. The Japanese were invincible until late 1942 and the battle 

of Midway. USA’s effort was afforded with a holiday and freedom as nation who had to host 

the Americans had to suffer in other ways.  

This propaganda picture takes a different turn compared to other pictures in this literary 

work. Enemy is now something to despise but driven only by his/her sexual desire. Sexual 

desire seems to everything to the enemy and Japanese plan to use this to make Australians 

hate Americans and to turn allies against each other. Japanese use every means of persuasion 

to make allies distrust each other.  
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Picture 13. This picture is the most famous propaganda image from the Japanese side during 

WWII. 

 In this picture there is a Japanese samurai237 who is sinking battleships with his sword called 

katana. The samurai as mentioned earlier were the Japanese equivalent to the medieval 

knights in Europe. On the background there are three flags. The three flags represent the anti-

comitern pact signed by the three nations in 1940. The nations are the Empire of Japan, The 

Kingdom of Italy, and Germany. Both in Italy and in Germany they had authoritarian or 

 
237 The term Samurai means those who serve.  
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totalitarian person in charge.238 In the picture Japan puts itself comfortable with in its allies 

on paper, but in reality, Japan was an ally on paper more than anything else.  

The battleships in question are the HMS Prince of Wales and the Repulse. The sinking of 

those two ships sank the British morale in the Far East to all time low and they were easy 

prey to the Japanese. The Japanese invaded in quick secession Burma and Malesia, latter of 

which having a great fortress in Singapore and a grand host to guard it. The flag on the ship at 

front is a British red ensign.  Picture 14. 

The propaganda picture is made for Japanese, and their alliance partners, made to enhance 

image of the Japanese armed forces particularly the Navy. The Japanese navy was efficient 

during early months of the war until crippling defeat at the battle of Midway in July of 1942. 

The samurai is also a reference to the Japanese warrior past and the hopeful continuation in 

the future. The samurai is dressed in traditional Japanese armour with a face mask. The face 

mask was supposed to be an intimidating factor239. 

The picture capsulates the early naval engagements. The Japanese were superior by far to 

their enemies in the USA, Dutch, Australian and British navies. The Japanese also had more 

experience than their enemies, fighting a never-ending war in China since 1937 and thus that 

made the Japanese naval group veterans. The Western civilisation is seen as sinking failure 

who could not withstand the Japanese but that is only if considered an enemy of Japan and its 

allies, which include two Western nations. To the Japanese the enemy seems to be weak and 

un-militaristic that meant it needed to be eliminated by supremacy of the Japanese armed 

forces.  
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3.3. The forgotten war or how Korean War changed the world without people realising it 

 

The Korean War was the first hot conflict in the Cold War. Korea had been under the 

Japanese rule from 1910 and as the Japanese empire collapse the Soviet Union and the United 

States of America divided the peninsula in half by the 38th parallel. In the North, where the 

Soviet Union ruled, power came into the hands of Kim Il Sung who had been a part of the 

Red Army. In the South, power went to Syngman Rhee, who had been in exile at USA. At 

this point in time USA and USSR240 had had their breakup and were turning to be each 

other’s nemesis.  

On the Korean peninsula Kim had started to rearm and train his army with the help of the 

USSR. The main asset soviets provided were tanks. Despite being an older model T-34 is still 

on debates as the best tank of the Second World War. The tanks provided to North Korea 

gave it a massive tactical advantage. In South Korea by 1949 the US troops had withdrawn 

completely from peninsula, and the nation’s defence force was lacking on every aspect. The 

time to unite was on Kim Il Sung’s mind and he made a trip to Moscow in order to ask a 

permission for the attack. He got it from Josef Stalin who was the leader of Soviet Union. 

Stalin had thought that this was a perfect opportunity to strike as the West was getting weaker 

in the Asia. Stalin had planned a war with West for a while and this was the perfect 

opportunity to see the combat effectiveness from both sides.241 

 
240 Comes from Soviet Union’s Russian name. Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.  
241 Hegner (1965), p. 289.  
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Picture 15. The Korean War, different lines inform different situations during the war.  

Kim attacked with an army of 135 000 men, well trained and equipped, on June 25, 1950. 

They were against 98 000 South Koreans who had little equipment and poor morale; they 

also suffered from lack of training. The reason for the poor equipment was that USA had 

refused to give it out of fear that South Korea might attack North Korea. In the army about 

2/3 were only adequately trained.242 To nobody’s surprise North Korea broke through South 

Korean lines and advanced all the way to south-eastern corner of the peninsula. The last stand 
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is known as the Pusan perimeter as Pusan was the last city left standing on the USA and 

allies’ side.  

Kim and Stalin had expected USA to surrender the Korean peninsula without a fight seeing 

as they had left it in 1949.243 Harry S. Truman (the USA president from 1945-1952) decided 

that the loss of China was enough and decided that the same fate was not happening to Korea 

because USA would then lose more international prestige and power.244 He summoned the 

United Nations security council almost immediately.245 The UN security council was united 

on the matter for the first and second to last time246. The UN decision was unanimous 

because USSR had boycotted system since the communist China had not replaced the 

nationalist China in the council. Yugoslavia decided to vote blank because in 1950 it was 

estranged from USSR. The UN decided that North Korea was the sole aggressor in the 

conflict and later decisions were made about the fate of the nation.  

At the Pusan perimeter, the salvation was its dockyard that had remained intact because the 

North Koreas lacked air power.247 This allowed USA and UN troops to move into the 

perimeter in greater numbers. Soon there were as much as 45 000 US troops on the ground.248 

At this point we get the only recurring character in this tale. General MacArthur was pointed 

to the UN army’s supreme commander. He had been in Japan as a conqueror and the head of 

its occupying US army that was now redeploying into Korea. He now decided to change the 

shape of the war by landing in Incheon. Incheon is a port town near Seoul, the capital of 

South Korea. Incheon is a bad port city; it is only available twice a year because of tides and 

storms. This manoeuvre MacArthur planned was extremely risky and was told so several 

times by his staff of yes men. The gamble paid off, on September fifteenth, he landed with 

marine divisions taking the North Koreans by surprise in the rear.  

At the same time MacArthur was landing his troops in Incheon crushing the weak resistance 

against him, the Pusan perimeter was broken by the UN armies spearheaded by the American 

forces. The UN troops high on success decided to cross the 38th parallel into North Korea. 

The UN had approved on October the seventh the plan to unite the Korean peninsula by force 

of arms.249 On October 19th Pyongyang, The North Korean capital, was taken by the UN 
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troops. The decision to cross border with the UN troops was a huge mistake. As soon as the 

UN troops crossed the border, China started to send threatening letter via neutral nations aka 

India to the UN and particularly to the USA. China had sent “volunteers” already in early 

October to reinforce the crumbling North Koreans. Between mid-October to first of 

November 180 000 “volunteers” had crossed the border river of Yalu.250 On November 25th, 

1950 Chinese attacked with a full force pushing the UN troops back Southwards.251 

Why was newly formed Hong Dynasty interested in the Korean affairs? During the China’s 

last high era Korea was one of its tributary states and the new dynasty wanted the same 

influence over the current North Korea.252 The Chinese had supported the Koreans as far 

back as 1590s when the Japanese tried to invade.253 Mao Zedong had won a twenty-year old 

civil war just a year ago, declaring his nation born on October first, 1949. Mao had deployed 

his troops as guerrillas during most of the conflict. Only when the third big party in the civil 

war, Japan, was defeated did he use his armies in the more conventional way. To Mao and to 

his followers the victory was overwhelming since the Nationalist had been equipped with 

American materiel which made them think that they had won USA in a war.254  

The main reason for the Chinese involvement in the war was USA had parked its seventh 

fleet in the strait of Taiwan making sure that Mao does not attack the Nationalist exiles in 

there.255 The invasion of Taiwan had been a key objective to the Hong dynasty, to wipe out 

remaining resistance, and the USA interference meddled with their plans thus making the 

Chinese lose face and get angrier by the day to the USA.256 In October as the UN forces led 

by the Americans were crossing the 38th parallel the Hong dynasty decided to enter into the 

war, protection of Taiwan was enough Cassius Belli for the Chinese.257 During the war the 

Nationalist Taiwan had offered 33 000 men to fight for the UN side, but were rejected 

because the motives and goals of Taiwan were not clear.258 

The Chinese people’s volunteer army’s first full scale offensive put the UN troops into 

uncontrollable rout, the situation was extremely bad for the South Koreans.259 The situation 
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was entirely preventable, but this is where MacArthur had made the biggest mistake of his 

life and career, yes including the running from Japanese with a tail between his legs, he did 

not believe several intelligence reports about the Chinese army.260 He would go as far as 

convince Truman that China would not interfere.261 The UN troops were shocked by the 

sudden appearance of hundreds of thousands of Chinese.262 The shock also came from the 

human wave-tactics deployed by the Chinese.263 The human wave attacks were terrifying and 

the shock destroyed the troop morale.264 The moral was shaking amongst troops particularly 

with the US troops because they had been promised to be back home for Christmas.265 The 

US collapse has been compared to the France in 1940 or to the collapse British Far-East in 

1942.266 The UN troops were in full retreat until January of 1951 when they reorganized their 

lines.267  

At this point in time the UN high commander MacArthur suggested to Truman that the 

nuclear weapons were the only option left. Well, MacArthur did not suggest anything but 

demanded the usage of the nuclear bombs to be dropped on China. To Truman this was the 

last straw from the general. MacArthur had shown only one case of brilliance during the war. 

The rest was spent in front of cameras as MacArthur seemed more interested in the publicity 

than leading the war. This led to many grievous mistakes, like ignoring several intelligence 

reports of Chinese troop movements across border and actual skirmishes with the UN troops. 

In April of 1951 he was sacked from his position. From January on to his eventual sacking 

MacArthur was kept in the dark about the military matters.  

UN counterstroke on late January 1951. By mid-March Seoul was back in the UN-South 

Korean hands.268 The city had suffered a lot, the last conquest was its fourth one during the 

war. After the capture of Seoul, UN advance halted, and the war became a stalemate. After 

this point the war looked more like World War One than World War Two with trenched 

defensive lines, counterattacks, and heavy losses with little to no gain. At this point USSR 

had returned to the UN and proposed a peace treaty.269 The US troops suffered 45% of their 
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total losses of the war during the time of peace negotiations.270 The peace did not come until 

27.7.1953. But they were all deceived as the war ended not with peace but with an armistice 

and the war is still going on.  

The war lasted on almost two years longer than it needed to because of a prisoners of war 

question. The prisoners of war were the question because the two sides argued on where to 

place them. The Chinese/North Koreans wanted the prisoners returned to their own nations. 

The UN wanted to give the prisoners freedom of choice.271 The solution to the problem came 

as two folded; First Stalin died, and then the new president of United States of America 

threatened everyone with nuclear armament.272 From the Chinese POWs about 70% moved to 

the island of Taiwan, so you can see why the Chinese were reluctant to make this 

exchange.273 Many of the Chinese were former nationalist soldiers.274 From the tens of 

thousands of UN prisoner only 7 remained in North Korea after the war.275 

The Korean War had several significant outcomes. The war was a stalemate that has never 

ended. In practical terms this means the war was a USA loss and the war foreshadowed its 

famous cousin the Vietnam War later on.276 The Chinese armies outfought the US armies and 

those of her allies. This happened despite being only a regular army for five years, the 

Chinese had more than twenty years of fighting experience. The USA and her allies had 

disbanded most of their veterans after the WWII and only a few came back to fight in the new 

war.  

US changed its foreign diplomacy considering Asia after the conflict. Before the war US was 

unwilling or did not want to defend Asian “allies”.277After Korean War USA has taken onto 

itself to defend Korea, Taiwan and Japan. Even in this system Japan is the favourite as the 

most valuable strategic asset.278 Shortly before, during and after the war US supported less 

than savoury dictators because they were against communism.  
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The war almost turned the later MAD279 policy into reality. US was close to using the nuclear 

weaponry in January 1951 as things went from bad to worse. January 1951 saw the troop 

morale drop to rock bottom.280 It was the actually lowest point in US military history until 

that point, nothing takes away the shame of Vietnam from that spot. During January (1951) 

Truman was pushed to his breaking point by the fear of a US defeat and the nuclear option 

was brought to the table.281 The nuclear arm was only meant as the last resort, this was 

pleasant thought to the general MacArthur who wanted to use the weapons to destroy China 

prompting the emperor282 to say that the Americans were like a paper tiger. 

The Hong dynasty was the victor of the Korean War. Not only did it establish supremacy to 

the North Koreans but also the war allowed itself to make it an independent power.283 China 

was now free from the shadow of Moscow. To prove a point, things suddenly got sour 

between the two communist states and in 1969 there was a small border conflict between the 

nations.284 China regained its position as the central power in Asia thanks to the Korean 

War.285 Domestically the Hong dynasty took everything that the Qing dynasty had, including 

Tibet in October 1950. The successful war created a new belief in the political system and in 

its leadership.286 The war also made possible the murder of millions of Chinese who were 

prosecuted as “counter-revolutionaries”. China had inflicted a great defeat upon the Western 

world and gained high prestige, but victory was not without a cost.287 

China has never admitted their casualties publicly, but they were enormous. China was 

compelled in 1951 to seek a stalemate solution as their casualties were too high because of 

the mass wave attacking style.288 The figures for the Chinese casualties range from 450 

000289 to about a million290. The casualties included a sad revelation for the Emperor, his son 

had died fighting in Korea. The war also ate 38% out of the Chinese budget and 2/3 of her 

new army.291 The war also made the goal of capturing Taiwan nearly impossible.292 The 
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Korean War also came at a bad time for China domestically. The Hong dynasty had just won 

a civil war with the country much divided. There were natural disasters, unrest against the 

new government and even some resistance. The new dynasty had to conquer Western China 

which had been operating independently since 1912.293  

The Korean War cursed and useless war which went to obscurity in the west after Vietnam.294 

The Korean War was the first successful stand against the West since the Opium War (1839-

42) for the Chinese which boosted the moral and the prestige through the roof.295 What the 

US should have learned from this war was that superior firepower, equipment, supplies and 

so on do not guarantee victory.296 
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3.4 Doom, never ending Doom.   

 

 

Picture 16. The Chinese people absolutely cannot tolerate the invasion of other countries and 

cannot allow Imperialists to wantonly invade its own neighbours without acting.  

The image was made during late 1950, by Xu Lung who was employed by the state 

propaganda department. This represents an early propaganda of the Hong dynasty and the art 

style is reflective of the USSR propaganda used during the campaigns of WWII which proved 

to be a model for the Chinese propaganda industry.297 Since autumn 1950 the Chinese had 

begun to print and broadcast anti-American propaganda.298 Chinese propaganda had one 

singular message through the war: resist America, aid Korea.299 The key fact in this 

propaganda piece is that it proceeds the Chinese involvement in the war.  

In the image America is depicted under the disguise of General Douglas MacArthur. He is 

recognisable by sunglasses that he wears since the iconic corn pipe would hit too close. He is 

depicted as a monster, killing women and children for the sake of killing. He has done his 
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killings with a knife. MacArthur was the UN and US force commander in the Korean 

peninsula until his sacking, for demanding usage of the nuclear bombs and invasion of China, 

during spring of 1951. Later on, even amongst his allies, MacArthur became a dangerous 

warmonger.300 MacArthur seems unsatisfied by his killing, he looks like he is searching for 

more people to kill. In the Chinese propaganda US is often depicted as warmongering, white 

devil.301  

On the background of the picture, a city can be seen bombed. The city represents Pyongyang, 

the capital of North Korea which suffered heavily from bombing during the war. Pyongyang 

was nearly entirely destroyed by the bombings. The bombs are dropped from US heavy 

bomber which at the time was Boeing number 29, the same type of aircraft that delivered the 

two nuclear bombs to Japan during WWII. Noticeably the bomb is quite large, maybe a 

reference to the nuclear bombs.  

The Chinese see US and through them the Western civilisation as blood thirsty monsters who 

can only destroy and kill. The image revels in the Chinese idea that the threat to building of a 

nation comes from the evil enemy.302 During the year between forming the Hong dynasty and 

the involvement in the Korean War, US had taken the role of the hated enemy in Chinese 

society.303  

The propaganda piece portrays parts of the conflict with great accuracy, other parts with not-

so-great accuracy. It is true that the US bombing campaign in North Korea destroyed most of 

the infrastructure in the nation. The bombing campaign was large one, dropping more bombs 

in Korea than the entire WWII had used. This makes sense as bombers were larger and 

bombs more effective. I very much doubt that MacArthur went around Korea wielding a 

knife and waving it like a mad man. I think MacArthur and his aggressive military policy led 

to the Chinese intervention which as image text tells you could not suffice any invasions in 

the neighbourhood.  

The image of hostile has not evolved that much. The enemy remains the despicable opponent 

who attacks the society’s supposed weakness, the women and the children. The enemy is 
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absolutely unforgivable and not even a caricature. It is depicted as seriously, like here see that 

this is the enemy, and this is what he does to the people you love and are trying to protect.  

 

 

 

Picture 17. Resolutely cut off the bloody and criminal hand of the American aggressor that 

spreads germs! 

The image was printed during the 1952 hygiene campaign as China did not have a great 

general hygiene level and the new dynasty wanted to change that. The artist is unknown. The 

connection to the Korean War is the American appearance. The art style is imitating that of 

the USSR propaganda posters. 
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In the image America spreads flies out of a flask. America also produces a rat coming down 

its arm. The American arm is green with claw like fingernails making America a monster or a 

zombie. The shirt of America has many flags sewn into it. These include the German (1933-

1945), the Japanese, Money (dollar) and the American flag. In American flag the stars have 

been replaced with a skull. The Dollar flag gets the red background likely due to China along 

with rest of the world wanting more money to play with and red colour making it more 

suitable. The Japans flag is post imperial/modern flag.  

In the image there is a bayonet that slices through the rat and the American zombie’s arm. On 

the bayonet it reads Chinese and Korean people’s armies. The Korean armies is reference to 

the North Korean armies. The spray can is squirting pesticide to the creatures spreading from 

the glass container. The flies spread diseases and the army is fighting them. The text on the 

can reads peace-loving people of the world. The message is a paradox since the image relates 

to a war and the image itself is quite violent.  

The image plays with the Chinese fear that US would use biological and/or chemical 

weaponry. This fear stems from WWII and the Japanese scientific unit 731 which did 

horrible human experiments and used insects as biochemical weapons in the Second Sino-

Japanese War (1937-45). During the war and after it in China there was a battle against 

insects and other pestilence (rats, locust, mosquitos and sparrows) plaguing society. To this 

battle, the war in Korea is unified.304 The biological war aspect did not happen, but it did not 

end the fear in China. 

China sees the Western civilisation as something ghastly perhaps even resurrected after the 

death (the date of death unknown). The Western civilisation also spawns a rat to inflict its 

enemies with diseases. Biological warfare is an effective form but universally hated. The 

Western society is seen moving by the power of money and by Nazis. The West is seen as 

militaristic and war hungry.  

The propaganda piece does not do a good job portraying the war it accompanies. The war at 

this point had turned into trench warfare and the rats come to eat the uncleaned and deceased 

people during the trench warfare. The “peace-loving people of the world” were also at war 

with North Korea, mainly due to the UN or stayed neutral not taking either side, like India. 

Adding them into this civil war turned international war is odd, China did not need any more 
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allies or enemies at this point. I would like to remind that USSR was almost a neutral party in 

this war, with some aid to the North Koreans and Chinese.  

Image of hostility has transformed from vampire priests to zombie-GI Joes. It has gone from 

one magically mythological element to another.  

 

 

 

Picture 18. Doom for the Americans. The Official title of this work is Judgement Day for 

American Imperialism.  

The piece was made during 1953 at the latter part of the war. During the last months of the 

war fighting picked up and was extremely fierce.305 Poster was made by Ni Gengye who was 

a prolific painter. He painted calendar pictures and cigarette advertisements. This is most 

likely a calendar picture as none of the troops are smoking. The propaganda posters art is 

more western styled painting than any other Chinese piece seen in this academic work.  
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In this picture the Chinese and North Korean armed forces are routing the American forces 

who have lost a tank on the forefront. In the air there is fierce fighting but US planes are 

being shot down in heavy numbers and seem to be routing as well. In the background there is 

a building being bombed and it is on fire. At front there are two American tank crew 

members surrendering curiously with only one hand up and not two.  

The green Chinese are armed with an American sub-machine gun Thompson M1921 which 

gained fame as a mafia weapon during the 1920s and 1930s. These weapons have been 

captured in the Chinese Civil War as the nationalist armies were equipped by the Americans 

and after surrender, their arms went to the communist side. Assuming that the Chinese on the 

forefront have survived until 1953, they might have been fighting for two decades for the 

communists. The Chinese planes are advanced jet-planes as the American planes are old 

fashioned propeller planes. Jet-planes were still quite a new thing. This is a commentary on 

how America has been left behind in technology. There are more Chinese in the picture than 

there are Americans. The Chinese are dressed in dark green as The Americans are in light 

green, khaki uniforms. The Chinese uniforms are more traditional Chinese warfare type.  

China sees the Westerners as cowards lacking courage. Despite their armour (a tank) 

advantage the Americans flee with terror from the Chinese troops. The American armed 

forces are just weaker than the Chinese one’s in every aspect. This portrayal might be better 

if published earlier as the American armed forces did indeed ran from Chinese in terror. The 

collapse of late 1950 was the black era in the American military history. But image depicting 

a combat scene from 1953 it does a horrible job as the American and the UN troops at large 

were stabilized since late 50/early 51 rout and had actually stroke back with considerable 

success.  

Image of hostility has set to the enemies as cowards and not worth fighting. The enemies are 

also one-handed bandits as surrendering the other hand is not in use. America is also seen as 

backwards nation, with propeller airplanes dogfighting against jet-planes of the Chinese. 
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4. The conclusion for propaganda 
 

The end has come, for this piece of scientific literature. I had hoped to teach about 

propaganda and the practical usages of it in war. The pictures were all varying in quality and 

in effectiveness. The most effective ones for me were those with some truth to them, not to 

dismiss those more fantastical elements in propaganda which makes propaganda interesting 

to people across the globe. The fantastical elements make war propaganda what it is. 

Personally, I like the fantastical elements in my propaganda, it gives the message more 

poignant effect.   

I hope to have shown the Eastern variant of propaganda and how it represents the Western 

nations and their ideals. Generally, both Japan and China see the Western civilization as 

opposite to their civilisation and by approximation evil and bad. Both Japan and especially 

China are ancient societies that have culture, societies and customs expanding millennia in 

time. The Western person appears as sexual deviant, as murderous vampire or as a corpse. 

The images do not give a very flattering portrayal of the Western people during imperial era. 

The Western people were by all account’s monsters in human skin, and this can be seen in the 

propaganda images used in this thesis. 

The military might of the Western world is seen being on decline and their soldiers as 

cowards who run from enemy and kill unarmed civilians. Despite the Western military might 

being something both nations wanted to imitate the entirety of the presented time period, it is 

depicted as weak. The Western civilisation is seen with animal representation, like a bear or a 

rat. The Japanese and Chinese are also under influence of conflict/war in which the 

Westerners are seen as devils by the noblest of war propaganda tradition. The Western ideals 

are seen as dangerous, most prominently Christianity and the sexual liberty that came after 

WWI. The Western civilisation represents violence, untamed violence set upon unexpecting 

crowd of people.  

Propaganda portrays the conflict that accomplishes it somewhat with mixed results. The 

portray mixes from great understanding to misinformation about the war entirely. It depends 

on either winning or losing the war. The situation is important because most of these pieces 

were made during the winning stage. The two nations both have a loss and a victory to their 

belt, but since the Japanese propaganda from WWII is from the early dominant years, it is 

hard to say on what to make of it. The only thing is certain: both Chinese and Japanese 
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believed in their own righteousness that much that defeat was not an option. It can be seen in 

the posters; the underlining message screams victory is certain. In the WWII propaganda 

during early pacific theatre, it appeared that the Japanese were superior to allies on every 

front.  

The Chinese propaganda includes more fantastical elements than Japanese propaganda. 

Japanese propaganda is more realistic, and in some cases, it tells the uncomfortable truth. The 

Chinese propaganda can be a bit more fantastical and some aspects of it are false and made 

only to spread hatred. Images of hostility differ from nation to another. In Japanese 

propaganda view the enemy more humanly and not fiendishly. In Chinese propaganda the 

enemy is fiend and the bad guy or a horrible monster who hurts those who have less means to 

protect themselves. In Japanese propaganda enemy can be object of sympathy in defeat as in 

Chinese propaganda enemy deserves no mercy. As mentioned before Chinese propaganda 

with a touch of magical elements, like vampires and zombies. Chinese propaganda depicts 

their enemy as deplorable individuals, as vampires could be anything else. They are seen as 

cowardly in battle and brutal in society.  

Propaganda is an effective tool in correct hands and these days its theories are used by 

advertising firms. War propaganda has evolved from more art images like posters and 

paintings to films and shorth advertisements. Propaganda experienced very little change from 

1890 to 1953. The thing it tries to villainise, portray and how it does it changes only 

minuscule amounts. In Japanese propaganda the enemy becomes the friend because he causes 

strife with his allies. In Chinese propaganda only scale gets bigger, and horrors faced change 

from vampire priests to zombie-armymen. Propaganda used in the Japanese and Chinese 

forms is similar and on basic level they use the same sort of language. Its basics remained the 

same, only usage and details changed. The World has changed since 1950s, but propaganda 

has remained mainly the same and has evolved very little. 
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